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SOUTHWEST POWER POOL 
TRANSMISSION OWNER SELECTION PROCESS TASK FORCE MEETING 

 

June 1, 2021 
Net Conference 

SUMMARY OF MOTIONS AND ACTION ITEMS 
1) Motion – Pat Hayes motioned to approve the agenda.  Tom Hestermann seconded and 

the agenda was approved as submitted for the meeting. 

2) Motion – Brenda Prokop motioned to approve the May 17, 2021 meeting minutes.  Brian 
Johnson seconded and the minutes were approved unanimously as submitted. 

3) Motion - Brian Johnson motioned to approve modifications to Business 7060 and 7700 
along with modifications to the Request for Proposal Template to add clarity and 
consistency for correlation of cost estimates in the Transmission Owner Selection 
Process.  Brenda Prokop seconded and the motion was approved unanimously. 

4) Motion – Joe Richardson motioned to approve redlines submitted to Business Practice 
7600 and 7700 for clean-up and consistency purposes of the Transmission Owner 
Selection Process.  Brenda Prokop seconded the motioned and the motion was approved 
unanimously. 
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SOUTHWEST POWER POOL 
TRANSMISSION OWNER SELECTION PROCES TASK FORCE MEETING 

 

June 1, 2021 
Net Conference 

 

MINUTES 

AGENDA ITEM 1 – ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 

SPP Chair Steve Drew called the meeting to order at 9:03 a.m. The following members were in 
attendance or represented by proxy: 

Steve Drew            NextEra Energy Transmission, LLC 
Tom Hestermann            Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 
Daryl Huslig            Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co. 
Brian Johnson            American Electric Power-OK Transmission Co. 
Pat Hayes            LS Power 
Joe Richardson            Xcel Energy 
Brenda Prokop            ITC Great Plains 
 

Quorum was established with all task force members present. 

The TOSPTF Agenda for June 1, 2021 was approved unanimously as submitted.  

The TOSPTF Meeting Minutes for May 14, 2021 were approved unanimously as submitted. 

Steve Drew announced he would be leaving his organization and resigning his seat as Chair of 
the Transmission Owner Selection Process Task Force (“TOSPTF”) effective June 4, 2021.  Brian 
Johnson will become the new Chair for the TOSPTF and task force members interested in 
becoming the Vice Chair should send nominations to Aaron Shipley as task force secretary. 

AGENDA ITEM 2 – REVIEW ACTION ITEM TRACKER 

Aaron Shipley presented the action item tracker created for TOSPTF use.  Mr. Shipley reviewed 
the list and noted what items would be covered during the meeting.  No items were added or 
amended during this portion of the meeting. 
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AGENDA ITEM 3 – TOSP IMPROVEMENT CATEGORIES DISCUSSION 

3a) Detailed Project Proposals – Steve Drew discussed his presentation on options to reduce the 
volume of Detailed Project Proposals (“DPP”) submitted.  This centered on the idea of having a 
“core solution” that would represent the DPP along with an appendix of variations of the core 
solution.  SPP Staff would not be required to test all appendix solutions.  See slides 3 and 20 of 
the presentation posted in materials for the June 1, 2021 meeting.  Tom Hestermann generally 
liked the idea but requested SPP Staff opinion.  Kirk Hall stated Staff has not discussed this 
internally but felt the idea potentially has some merit.  However, some questions remain such as 
how the data would be submitted, will the appendix still look large and potentially Staff still 
have Promod run constraints testing the data.  Mr. Hall felt the key question is can we reduce 
the validation of data?  Mr. Hestermann stated this would need to be coordinated with other 
working groups such as the Transmission Working Group (“TWG”). 

Pat Hayes stated the task force and Staff should examine and better define what the word 
“solve” means in Business Practice (“BP”) 7650 list of bullets that determine if a DPP meets the 
needs.  See slide 4 of 20 in Mr. Drew’s posted presentation for this agenda item.  Mr. Hall stated 
Staff uses a 50% threshold in determining this factor but is open to amending the list in BP7650 
used for this purpose.  Mr. Hayes and Joe Richardson will review the bullet list of items for 
discussion at the next TOSPTF meeting. 

3b) Incentive Points – Mr. Richardson presented the idea for discussion on the appropriate value 
incentive points should have in the Transmission Owner Selection Process (“TOSP”).  Mr. 
Richardson feels the value is too great in the current scale of points.  Brian Johnson, supports 
the current value of 100 points on a 1000 point scale and feels it is valid.  Brenda Prokop, agreed 
with Mr. Johnson that the current value is appropriate.  

3c) Attachment Y Evaluation Category Points – Mr. Drew led a discussion to determine if the task 
force felt it was appropriate to pursue modifying the current points per scoring category as 
defined in Attachment Y of the SPP Tariff.  Should points be shifted from Operations, Project 
Management, and Finance to the Rates and Engineering categories?  Would this bring more 
parity to the categories?  Ms. Prokop was not comfortable with submitted point shifts 
specifically with only having 100 points in the Project Management category.  Mr. Richardson 
asked if this proposal was specific to transmission line projects or included substation projects 
as well, he would not be comfortable with the presented scale for substation projects.  It was 
noted that Attachment Y does not distinguish between types of projects for the point scales in 
each category.  Mr. Johnson and Daryl Huslig felt the sample size of TOSPs is too small to 
determine if we should reconfigure the points allotted for each category. 

3d) Correlation of Cost Estimates – Ms. Prokop presented redlines to BP7060 and 7700.  The 
redlines included adding a definition for the term Present Value Revenue Requirement (“PVRR”) 
to BP7060 and provided references to the definition in BP7700 for the addition of the definition.  
Some clean-up items were reviewed as redlines for the Request for Proposal (“RFP”) response 
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template in the Rates section.  Mr. Johnson motioned to approve the redlines with Ms. Prokop 
seconding the motion that was approved unanimously. 

3e, f, and g) Strawman Scoring Consistency, IEP Direction to Bidders Strawman, and Strawman 
Scoring Recommendation – The conversation on these three items flowed together and 
direction on the three were combined so they have been combined in the minutes to reflect the 
conversation. 

Ms. Prokop presented options the task force could pursue when presenting ways to potentially 
improve scoring consistency across proposals from the Industry Expert Panel (“IEP”).  Mr. 
Richardson’s work on a point scale was presented that would document parameters the IEP 
would use but allow them the flexibility to implement and adjust as necessary was supported.  
The flexibility is important to allow based on project attributes from TOSP to TOSP however the 
importance to have a documented framework that will be the basis for scoring evaluations will 
help bring consistency in the process from TOSP to TOSP.  The task force will provide a 
recommendation to the Strategic Planning Committee (“SPC”) in July on this matter.  The task 
force will look to develop a recommended positon and recommendation on how to improve 
scoring consistency, but will also develop a “fallback” recommendation should the first item not 
be supported or approved by the SPC.  The purpose of the fallback position is to still be able to 
bring improvements in this area of the process should the SPC not support the full ask of the 
task force. 

3h) Confidential Information Treatment – Mr. Shipley referred to Mr. Richardson’s earlier 
presentations on treatment of confidential information in the SPP TOSP and other competitive 
processes.  He stated, Staff supported the items recommended to be considered fundamentally 
not confidential but would continue to “mask” or “code” who specific respondents were.  The 
intent of providing more information in the IEP Public Report is to better tell the story and 
provide more framework around what proposals were submitted and how they were evaluated 
by the IEP.  Currently many areas and information are confidential so it is difficult to follow the 
process and difficult for Staff to communicate the “story” of the TOSP.  Items such as the PVRR, 
Revenue Requirement Estimate (“RRE”), and others are the types of information that will be 
provided in the Public Report without identifying the submitter identity. 

3i) SPP O1000 Business Practices Updates – Mr. Shipley reviewed items submitted for clean-up 
to Order 1000 BPs7600 and 7700.  The list of items for approval were posted with the meeting 
materials as they had previously been reviewed by the task force.  Mr. Richardson motioned to 
approve the redlines submitted to BP 7600 and 7700 for clean-up and consistency purposes of 
the TOSP.  Brenda Prokop seconded the motioned and the motion was approved unanimously. 

 List of redlines approved: 

- BP7600 clarify the Application Fee section for submittal date required. 
- BP7700 delete the RFP Instruction Document definition 
- BP7700 amend the 7 calendar days to issue the RFP to 30 calendar days 
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- BP7700 RFP Timeline section amend last day SPP will accept questions in the RFP 
Response Window from 15 calendar days to 30 calendar days, will accept process 
based questions after 30 days. 

- BP7700 ATTR Section, amend title to PVRR and update references in the current RFP 
Excel Response Template. 

 

AGENDA ITEM 4 – DISCUSSION OF FUTURE MEETINGS 

It was noted the next meeting for the TOSPTF will be on June 14, 2021.  

 

Steve Drew adjourned the meeting at 12:54 p.m. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Aaron Shipley 

Secretary 
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Meeting Attendees – 

All task force members were present as noted under the Administration section. 
 
Bernie Liu, Xcel Energy  
Marcos Mora, NextEra Energy 
Angie Anderson, Sunflower Electric 
Robert Safuto, Customized Energy Solutions 
Ben Bright, SPP 
Aaron Shipley, SPP 
Chris Cranford, SPP 
Tammy Bright, SPP 
Kirk Hall, SPP 
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